Aluminum Fences
Builders Fence Company is an exclusive dealer
for ActiveYards® aluminum fences.
Aluminum fencing provides security, strength,
and flexibility in gate construction, while requiring
very little maintenance.

ActiveYards Corigin™ patent-pending
technology features a solid metal construction
that runs through the center of each rail and
connects the pickets and rails with interior
locking pivots from the inside, eliminating the
use of screws. The result, a strong beautiful
fence that withstands the seasons.

ActiveYards™ aluminum fences also feature
SolarGuard, an exclusive color retention
technology that protects your fence’s color
from the sun’s harmful rays, which helps
retain your fence’s color for years to come.
Aluminum fences are ideal for protecting
the perimeter of the property and securing
pool areas.
Please inquire about our Harbor, Home, and
Haven series to learn how the different key
features apply to your fencing needs.
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Vinyl Fences
Builders Fence Company is an exclusive dealer
for ActiveYards™ vinyl fences. Vinyl fences can
create a semi-private or private space for your
outdoors. Styles range from traditional picket
to ranch rail, all with numerous finishing options
and virtually maintenance-free materials.

ActiveYards Cambium™ technology gives you the
look of natural wood without the maintenance.

ActiveYards GlideLock™ patent-pending design
allows your fence to be assembled like a
traditiona picket fence, but locks together for a
tighter fit without gaps. The result is perfect
seclussion and a fence that holds up to wind
better than traditional tongue and groove
pickets.

ActiveYards™ vinyl fences are infused with
SolarGuard™ technology as they are created.
SolarGuard’s color-retention technology protects
your fence’s color from the sun’s harmful
solar rays.
Please inquire about our Harbor, Home, and
Haven series to learn how the different key
features apply to your fencing needs.
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